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Naturally, an internationally recognized diploma is not a good enough reason to apply at a university. So why 
should you choose to study Medicine at Pleven Medical University? Several reasons actually. As mentioned 
above the university has a large number of international students. This means getting used to the experience 
of studying abroad will be much easier and the large multi-cultural setting will also help you gain more 
knowledge with regards to future careers in Medicine. 

The university’s courses o�er both a high level of theoretical understanding combined with practical experience and work in a clinical setting. 
Under the watchful eye and guidance of academic professionals with years of experience who are either doctors or scientists with a large 
number of publications students can achieve the best results and prepare themselves for careers in Medicine.

Pleven Medical University has a student dormitory where rooms are usually shared between two or three students. People who choose to stay 
in the students dormitory of Pleven Medical University will have a private bathroom but will have to share a kitchen with people living on the 
same �oor. There are usually two beds, two desks and a wardrobe in each room. Students are not allowed to cook inside the room. The rent is 
about 40 Euro a month and includes your bills, e.g. WiFi and heating.

Institution
Medical University of Pleven
Established / Status
1874 / Public University
Study Program and Language
Bachelor Degree / English
Tution Fee
7500 Eur per academic year

Accommondation Fee
40 Eur per month
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The University itself was established in 1974 and since then 
has made tremendous progress. International students from 
the Balkans, the Middle East, Europe, Africa and Asia 
graduate each year from Pleven Medical University. Pleven 
Medical University exists to create and share knowledge and 
to educate and train individuals in becoming reputable 
clinicians, scientists, teachers and innovators. Its research 
and innovation are at the cutting edge, inspiring the 
teaching and enabling the research for the patient and social 
bene�t throughout Europe and beyond.

Medical University of Pleven

There are many students who would make brilliant doctors but who feel in the dark about what 
they need in order to apply. Some of these students may never have considered their talent for 
medicine. Medical schools want to �nd the best candidates and believe they can come from any 
background.

Now lets check if you are eligible to study medicine in Bulgaria. You are required to have 
minimum of CC at A level in two subjects including Chemistry and one from Maths or Biology. If 
one of these greades is above you are expected to have BSc Biomedical Science degree.
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